15 FCCLA members competed at regionals on Wednesday, February 10, 2016. They put
together amazing projects which they will bring to state at the end of March.

Gold Winners
Mariah Agyapong and Camille Green
Promote and Publicize FCCLA- H.M. JHS FCCLA
Mariah and Camille developed a promotion and publicity plan to increase involvement and
membership in our FCCLA chapter. Their project increased participation in competitive events
from 5 teams to 7 and increased chapter membership by 35%. In addition, they completed an onsite case study to demonstrate marketing skills.
.
Tessa Locknane and Abby Hicks
Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation- Bake it ‘til You Make It
Tessa and Abby researched and compared restaurants to develop their own business plan and
website for a boutique bakery. In addition, they completed an on-site case study to demonstrate
their problem-solving skills.
Azie Thandabath and Jashan Gill
Entrepreneurship- J&A Bionics
Azie and Jashan developed a business and marketing plan for a non-profit that supplies
prosthetics to children.
Veronica Martinez and Kelton Green
Food Innovations- Soup Please!
Veronica and Kelton created their own recipe for high fiber meal that appealed to children. They
made a vegetable soup, tested it on focus groups and modified their product from the feedback
received. They also created a marketing plan and packaging for their product with complete
nutrition facts.

Erica George, Momoka Kitatini and Paulina Pena
Illustrated Talk- Stay Alive, Don’t Use Your Phone and Drive
The ladies researched and created a presentation about the dangers of using a phone while
driving. They raised awareness on this topic by presenting to numerous drivers ed classes.
Lizzie Thomas and Jace Lee
Life Event Planning- Budgeting for UW Dorms
Lizzie and Jace completed a budgeting project for a moving into the dorms at UW. They
evaluated their needs, wants, and financial challenges to create their budget. Then they
compared multiple features and places to purchase the items they needed while staying within
their budget.
Bronze Winner
Chantsamone Keomphay
Fashion Design- Fairy Tale Dresses
Chantasmone researched, developed and marketed her own clothing label, designed a four-piece
collection, and constructed a sample dress with an original flat pattern.
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